Four easy ways to register:
Phone: +1-706-542-3537 or 800-811-6640 (toll free in the USA)
Fax: +1-706-542-6596
Email: questions@georgiacenter.uga.edu

“Thanks so much for all of your help with LSAT prep. I made a 168!”

The University of Georgia LSAT preparation program covers each aspect of the test in complete detail, offering concrete techniques for solving even the most challenging items on the test. Special attention is paid to learning how to recognize and set up logic games in the analytical reasoning section. The class consists of 24 hours of classroom instruction, plus additional practice exercises.

Logical Reasoning Topics Include:
• easy-to-apply strategies for solving each type of LR question appearing on the test
• all important logical concepts, including inferences involving conditional statements and the key tool of counterexamples
• an overview of the most common fallacies found in LR flaw questions
• principles of argumentation, “find conclusion” items, flaw items, “statement role” items, etc.

Analytical Reasoning Topics Include:
• a taxonomy of AR game types and tips for setting up each type of game found on the LSAT
• tips for quickly representing the game’s rules in shorthand, and for combining these rules into powerful “super rules”
• tips for using answers to previous questions to quickly eliminate incorrect answer choices on subsequent questions
• ordering games, argument evaluation, grouping games, etc.

Reading Comprehension Topics Include:
• a taxonomy of Reading Comprehension passage types and a step-by-step approach to questions that concern the passage as a whole
• what key words in the question indicate about how to use the passage to find the correct answer
• how to recognize the correct answer after narrowing the choices down to two
• global and local reading comprehension items

General Topics Include:
• utilizing the process of elimination
• mastering time management skills
• minimizing test anxiety
• identifying common distracters

“Of the three LSAT programs I have attended I believe this to have been the most beneficial.”